Geographic Profile – Eastern Europe
Current as of 10/19/20

Total MBA/EMBA alumni: 207 (110 are EMBAs)
Total certificate alumni: 58
External Relations and Development liaisons:
Catherine Gouge: cg3192@gsb.columbia.edu
Alexandra Kennedy: ak3924@gsb.columbia.edu

Alumni club presidents:
Viktor Hanzlik ’11: vhanzlik11@gsb.columbia.edu (Czech Republic)
Laszlo Czirjak ’86: lczirjak86@gsb.columbia.edu (Hungary)
Elena Ershova ’12: eershova12@london.columbia.edu (Russia)

Board of Overseers members in region: 0

Number of Alumni Per Graduation Year

Employment Breakdown by Industry

Financial Services: 40.0%
Consulting: 14.7%
Other: 12.4%
Manufacturing: 10.6%
Technology: 9.4%
Media: 3.5%
Real Estate: 2.9%
Retail: 2.4%
Nonprofit: 2.9%
Healthcare: 2.4%

Geographic Distribution: Ten Most Populous Cities

Moscow
Warsaw, Mazowieckie
Bucharest
Zagreb
Sofia
Kyiv
Kiev
Prague
Yerevan
Bratislava